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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Bwanabwana island group is situated approximately 60 miles 
south east of Alotau in Milne Bay Province. It is surrounded by 
several other language groups which have many words in common. 
Those languages are Dobu, Tawala, Misima, Duau and Suau.  

There are two significant dialects in the Bwanabwana group, 
namely Tubetube and Wale. Although there are some grammatical 
differences, the main difference in the dialects is lexical. They 
are 83-88% cognate. These two dialects are also the two main 
prestigious groups. The Tubetube dialect has prestige because the 
early hymn book was in the Tubetube dialect. The Wale dialect has 
prestige because of their larger population and the relative 
sophistication of the people on the island (houses with tin 
roofs, more boat builders and more boats). 

The Bwanabwana language group could be considered to be 
relatively literate compared to most PNG people groups. This is 
partly due to the pre-independance mission schools that taught in 
the Dobu language.  

This paper aims to discuss the orthography to be used in the 
production of Scripture for the Bwanabwana people. We will 
consider relevant aspects in the light of the results from 
research into the phonology of the language and a dialect survey 
of the language area. Comments will be made as to how the 
findings of this research affects the orthography. Any relevant 
grammatical or anthropological factors relating to the 
orthography will also be discussed. 

The old orthography was: bdgptkvsmnlrhaeiouw 

The new orthography is: bdgptkvsmnlaeiouwy 

2. RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH FROM THE PHONOLOGY ESSENTIALS 

PAPER AND HOW IT AFFECTS THE ORTHOGRAPHY 

2.1 Phonemes 

    The consonants of the language are the following:  

voiced stops: /b/, /d/ and /g/ 

voiceless stops /p/, /t/ and /k/ 

the voiced fricative /v/ with 2 allomorphic variants [] and [v] 

the voiceless fricative /s/ 

nasals /m/ and /n/. 
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the lateral /l/. 

/b/, /p/, /v/ and /m/ are labial. 

/d/, /t/, /s/, /n/ and /l/ are alveolar. 

/g/ and /k/ are palato-velar. 

 

The vowels of the language are the following: 

high vowels /i/ (fronted) and /u/ (backed) 

mid vowels /e/ (fronted) and /o/ (backed) 

low central vowel /a/ which has two allomorphic variants, 

  [a] which occurs when the syllable is stressed and  

  [] which occurs when the syllable is unstressed. 

 

 

2.2 Stress and Intonation 

 
The language is predominantly characterized by penultimate 
stress. The large number of four syllable reduplicated nouns are 
typical.  

Examples: 
/`ni.gue.`ni.gue/ <nigwenigwe> “circumcision” 
/`da.lu.`da.lu/ <daludalu> “dolphin” 
/`ne.ne.`ne.ne/ <nenenene> “walking on four legs” 
 

Adjectives and suffixed nouns also highlight this penultimate 
stress. 

Examples: 

Adjectives: 
/`bi.ga.bi.`ga.na/ <bigabigana>  “soft” 
/`io.ge.io.`ge.na/ <yogeyogena>   “yellow” 

/`mua.ua.`mua.ua.`si.na/ <mwawamwawasina> “last” 

Suffixed nouns: 
/`nu.me/ <nume> “house” 
/nu.`me.ne/ <numene> “that house” 
/`nu.me.`na.ne/ <numenane> “that house of his” 
 

Nevertheless there are a number of words that exhibit 
antepenultimate stress such as the following nouns: 
/`ka.mua.sa/ <kamwasa>        “road” 
/li.`ga.li.ga/ <ligaliga>      “mourning feast” 
/`sa.ma.ma/ <samama>         “sardine” 
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Stress in Tubetube does not affect the orthography. There are no 
cases of two words with identical spelling with different 
stresses hence there is no need for supra-segmental markers. 

 

 

Intonation: 

Intonation is significant because it give clues to the difference 
between statements and questions. In addition it can embody a 
distance component. 

 

2.3 Syllables 

Tubetube is a strongly CV oriented syllable type language.  

Typical are the following nouns: 
/na.ka.na.ka/ <nakanaka>   “platform” 
/bi.li.bi.li/ <bilibili>    “wall” 

(Yet we do find significant numbers of V, CVV and CVC syllables.)  

We particularly see this CV orientation when loan words are 
incorporated into the language as the following examples show. 
 
English                  Tubetube 
/Sti.ven/ <Steven>       /Si.ti.be.ni/   <Sitibeni> 
/Is.rael/ <Israel>       /I.si.le.li/    <Isileli> 
/a.po.sl/ <apostle>      /a.po.si.to.lo/ <apositolo> 
 
 

2.3.1 Consonant vowel sequences 
 

Labialization is common with the non-coronal consonants and is 
expressed by the LAB rule below:  
 
        V---> [-syllabic]  /  C    __   V 
      [+Hi]                 [-cor]     [-Hi]   
      [+Bk]                            [-Rd] 
 

That is, /u/ is desyllabified when following a non-coronal 
consonant and before an unrounded non high vowel. 

Examples: 
/puapua/ <pwapwa>      “deflated” 
/kuekue/ <kwekwe>      “frog” 
/buauua/ <bwauwa>      “dog” 
/tubue/  <tubwe>       “join” 
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/guelulu/ <gwelulu>    “flute” 
/logualiguali/ <logwaligwali> “dispersion” 
/muanou/  <mwanou>     “quiet” 
 
 

2.3.2 Vowel sequences 

 
Certain vowel sequences result in desyllabification processes as 
summarized below. 
In a sequence of three vowels, if the middle one is high then an 
on-glide will result.  
This is expressed by the following ONG rule: 
 
  V     ---> [-syllabic]  /  V ___ V  
[+Hi] 
That is, the middle high vowel is desyllabified. 
Examples: 
/to.we.a/    <toweya>     “where?”           
/i.ni.ui.si/ <iniwisi>    “draw sword” 
/ta.uoi/     <tawoi>      “chase”              
/i.na.ua.se/ <inawase>    “divorce” 
/bu.ia.li/   <buyali>     “starling bird”     
/ke.ua/      <kewa>       “above” 
 
 
In a sequence of 2 vowels if the second is higher then an off-
glide will result. This is expressed by the following OFFG rule: 
 
 V ---> [-syllabic]  /  V ___  {#} 
                             {C} 
Condition: the second V is higher than the first and must not be 
more backed than the first. That is, the second vowel becomes 
desyllabified when vowel combinations of /ei/, /oi/, /ou/, /ai, 
/ae/, /au/, /ao/ occur word finally or before a consonant.   
Examples: 
/pei.na/ <peina>   “cut/chapter”              
/koi/    <koi>     “kick/hit”                 
/pou/    <pou>     “egg”                      
/lau/    <lau>     “go”                       
/bo.dao/ <bodao>   “groups”                   
 
 

Also, desyllabification of vowels can often occur word initial as 
expressed in the following WIVD rule: 

    V   --->  [-syllabic]  / #  ___ V.  
[+Hi] 
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This rule states that within a syllable, a word initial vowel 
will desyllabify before another vowel. It turns out that this 
vowel is always a high vowel. 

Examples: 
/io.li/  <yoli>   “numerical number”        
/ia.bo/  <yabo>   “a, indefinite article”   
/ue.so/  <weso>   “snake”                   
/ua.ga/   <waga>   “boat” 
 
Rule ordering: 

As far as the ordering of these rules is concerned the only 
necessary stipulation is that word initial desyllabification 
occur before the on-glide process. 

 

2.3.3 Glide insertion 
 

Because of CV pressure the Tubetube language has a strong 
tendency toward the insertion of transitional semi-vowels word-
internal and also in suffixation, to fill the consonant slots. 

Now this affects the consistency of writing Bwanabwana because it 
is sometimes difficult to decide whether a semivowel should be 
inserted when the verb stem begins with a vowel.  

Consider the noun /obiga/ “obedience”. Should the transitive verb 
form be written <iobigai> or <iyobigai>? In testing the writing 
of this word it has been found that neither was preferred above 
the other. 

Also, when a verb stem is reduplicated it is difficult to know 
whether to insert a semi-vowel. Consider the following case of 
/eliam/ “friend”. Should the reduplicated form be written 
<elieliyam> or <eliyeliyam>?  

Although I would prefer the former so that new readers might 
quickly recognize the obvious reduplication the general consensus 
is that the latter looks correct. 

 

2.3.4 Vowel elision 
 

There is a general avoidance of lengthened vowel sounds in 
Tubetube so vowel elision often occurs in speech.  

Consider the following case of spoken speech in negative concord 
reduplication. 

/isagena/ <isagena> “he ran” 

/nige/ /isasagena/ <nige isasagena> “he did not run” 
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The above illustrates the normal pattern of negation by single 
syllable reduplication when the verb stem begins with a CV 
syllable. 

However if the verb stem begins with a V syllable then the 
reduplicated syllable is elided as shown in the following 
examples. 

/iuvalaian/ <iuvalayan>         “he denied him” 

/nige/ /iuvalaian/ <nige iuvalayan> “he did not deny him” 

/iinauaseian/ <iinawaseyan>      “she divorced him” 

/nige/ /iinauaseian/ <nige iinawaseyan> “she did not divorce him” 
 

But many speakers prefer to see this negative concord 
reduplication written. Thus in the above examples they would 
prefer this to be written as <nige iuuvalayan> and <nige 
iiinawaseyan>. 

 

2.4 Morphophonemics 
 

There are two important morphophonemic changes of note. 

A/  When verbal stems begin with a velar consonant k or g, a 
word-initial k deletion occurs on the second person plural 
prefixes.  

Consider the following: 

/sagena/ <sagena> “run”    /kuasagena/ <kwasagena>  “you(pl) run” 

For /kalai/ <kalai>  “get” we would expect  /kuakalai/ <kwakalai> 
but instead we find /uakalai/ <wakalai> for the second person 
plural form. 

This morphophonemic change is expressed by the following KDEL 
rule: 

 

K ------->   /   # ____       V        V     C 

                         [-syllabic]  [+lo] [+back] 

That is, k is deleted word initially before a desyllabified vowel 
followed by a low vowel followed by a velar backed consonant. 

 

 

B/  A most unusual morpho-phonemic change occurs in the second 
singular form when the verb stem begins with a velar consonant.  

Consider the following regular form 
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 /lau/ <lau> “go”   

For the second person sing. we find /kulau/ <kulau>   “you(s) go” 

Now in the case of /kalai/ <kalai> “get”  

we expect the second sing. to be /kukalai/ <kukalai>, but instead 
we find /ukualai/ <ukwalai> “you get”.  

We suggest that the verb undergoes a 3-stage process to produce 
the final form. The first process is governed by the “u insert” 
rule as expressed below: 

     --------> u   /   # k u  C   ___  V 

                             [+bk]     [-Hi] 

That is, in a stem beginning with a velar consonant followed by a 
non high vowel, a high backed vowel will be inserted between them 
when prefixed by the second person singular morpheme /ku-/. 

Following this process the form undergoes k- deletion and then 
labialization to produce the final form. 

Of these two morphophonemic changes summarized above the latter 
may be more significant as far as the orthography is concerned 
because the labialization stage was either not occurring or 
ignored when the old hymn book was put together. This may, in 
fact, indicate a fairly recent change in the language. For 
example, [ukwatai] was previously written as [u katai]  in the 
old hymn book. 

 

2.5 Vowel epenthesis and deletion 
 
Because of the strong CV pressure of the language vowel 
epenthesis also occurs to minimize the occurrence of lateral 
ending words.  
 
The vowel epenthesis rule is as follows: 
 
      V   /   C    __ 
       [+hi]   [+Cor] 
 

That is, a high vowel is appended to a word ending in a coronal 
consonant. 

Examples: 

/kalomagigil/  undergoes epenthesis to  /kalomagigili/ 
<kalomagigili>  "hatred"         

Evidence: Transitivizer suffixation  produces /ikalomagigil-an/ 
<ikalomagigilan>  "he hated him" 
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And yet vowels are occasionally deleted after the nasal /n/ as in 
the following examples: 

/ipanili/ <ipanili> ~ /ipanli/ <ipanli> “he tied them up” 
/manili/ <manili> ~ /manli/ <manli>   “their eyes” 
/kani/ <kani> ~ /kan/ <kan>  “will/food” 

/iiogani/ <iyogani> ~ /iiogan/ <iyogan> “he calls him”. 

 

This can be expressed by the following deletion rule: 

/i/ ->   / n _   (which is an optional rule.) 

 

This is a process that affects consistency in writing Bwanabana. 
Some speakers feel that the /i/ should always be inserted in 
written text despite the elision in speech.   

There are also some instances of n-deletion to produce some 
unusual forms. 

2.6 Conclusion 

The new orthography will be written following phonetic rather 
than morpho-phonemic forms. This will greatly assist the younger 
readers who have found the old hymn book difficult to read 
because of its morpho-phonemic forms. 

The dominant CV pressure of the Tubetube language requires that 
semi-vowels will fill consonant slots. Desyllabification of 
vowels and labialization of non-coronal consonants will be 
recognized in the new orthography. A morphophonemic change, 
namely the labialization stage of second singular verb prefixes, 
which in fact may be quite recent, will affect the new 
orthography. Glide insertion, vowel elision and deletion will 
also affect the orthography. 

3. RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH FROM THE DIALECT SURVEY AND 

HOW IT AFFECTS THE ORTHOGRAPHY  

 
Tubetube dialect is the dialect to be used as a basis for New 
Testament Scripture production. The usage of the five (5) Wale 
words (namely kasi “will/intention”, kesega “one”, tolu “three”, 
dewadewa “good” and kalasi “hot”) in place of the corresponding 
Tubetube words will appreciably increase the widespread 
acceptability of the text. 
Most people on all islands give appreciable recognition to 
Tubetube dialect because of their usage of the hymn book.  
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There is also respect for the Wale dialect because many Wale 
people have gone to live on other Bwanabwana islands. Although 
Kwalaiwa has a health clinic staffed by three nurses, the 
Kwalaiwa dialect is considered to be an object of humour to 
people on other islands. Another reason why the Tubetube dialect 
has considerable recognition is because Tubetube was the place 
where an early Australian missionary, Rev John Field, settled 
just over a hundred years ago. It was the dialect that he learned 
and so the church/hymn book was written in that dialect. Writers 
of hymns were asked to write their hymns in the Tubetube dialect. 
This book has been used throughout the language group as the 
standard church hymn book. 
So why are we not following the orthography of the old Tubetube 
Hymn Book? 

First, when we produce Tubetube/Bwanabwana Scripture, people 
expect to see the person component of verbs as a prefix rather 
than as a separate word. Second, there is also an expectation of 
<y> and <w> usage. In fact, most Bwanabwana people nowadays 
insert <y> and <w> when writing letters to their relatives. Also, 
although older people say the written <r> as a phonetic [l], the 
young people say the written <r> as a phonetic [r]. So 
consequently, the older people want it written as the lateral 
<l>. These expectations have come about through the usage of the 
Dobu New Testament which has had a marked influence on the 
Bwanabwana people.  (See also 5.5.2 the Dobu church language.) 

Now although the older age group have a command of Dobu and use 
it occasionally when talking to people from other areas, 
Bwanabwana is certainly the dominant language and shows no signs 
of weakening. Preachers, most of whom are lay preachers, preach 
in their Bwanabwana dialect. English is very seldom heard because 
the people find it too difficult to put English sentences 
together. Not a large number of people in the Bwanabwana language 
area have received education past grade 6 in English. Many of 
those that do usually find jobs on the mainland and remain there 
for some time. 

A few Bwanabwana people can read the Scripture already produced 
very rapidly out loud with high comprehension.  This is quite 
encouraging and an indication that the proposed orthography 
should pose few problems for readers. 

3.1 Conclusion 

 

The basic Tubetube dialect will be accepted as the most 
appropriate dialect for Scripture because of the prestige 
accorded it by the old hymn book. Despite its frequent usage of 
<r> for <l> and a policy of excessive internal word-breaks the 
old hymn book has helped in maintaining a basic literacy among 
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the Bwanabwana people. The Dobu New Testament revision has 
brought new expectations of the orthography in terms of usage of 
<y> and <w> and <l> and person prefixation of verbs. Therefore 
the dialect survey suggests that the new orthography will be well 
accepted.    

4. GRAMMATICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND HOW THEY AFFECT WORD 

BREAKS IN THE ORTHOGRAPHY 
 

4.1 Person prefixes 

The syllable <ya> will be used as the first person singular 
prefix on verbs. In the old Tubetube hymnbook it was written as 
the single word <ia> preceding the verb stem, presumably to 
assist in readability.    

 

The Wale people occasionally shorten the syllable to /a/. 

For example, they say /aiauasao/ <ayawasao> instead of 
/iaiauasao/ <yayawasao> “I send you(s)”. 

I do not expect any problem here because the Wale people are 
accustomed to reading the Tubetube hymn book. 

 

4.2 Causative Prefixes on verbs 

 

Tubetube makes use of causative (also referrred to as 
derivational) prefixes in verb formation. Semantically these 
derivational prefixes modify or completely change the meaning of 
the original verb stem.  

These are some typical prefixes with their actions: 
/lo/   <lo>       “activity of, motion, doing” 
/kele/ <kele>     “with the hands” 
/ke/   <ke>       “undirected action” 
/gite/ <gite>     “activity using the eyes or sight” 
/kabi/ <kabi>     “holding activity” 
/ko/   <ko>       “completely” 
/ia/   <ya>       “cause to” 
 

The most interesting prefix for orthographic considerations is 
the prefix <ya> because  

1.  it was previously written as <ia>.             
2. it is the only prefix used for joining two   verb 

stems in a compound form. 
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Examples: 
/i-ia-galo/ <iyagalo>  
3S-DP- neck 
“he hung (it)” 
 
/i-ia-maisa/ <iyamaisa> 
3s-DP -price 
“he rewarded him” 
 
<ya> is also found in compound verbs before the second verb stem 
as follows: 
 
/i- tauli - ia-  talu/ <itauli-yatalu> 
3S- loaded- DP-  fall 
“he loaded it down into” 
 
/i-  tabe  -ia- mate  -li/ <itabe-yamateli> 
3S- REASON -DP- die   -3P 
“it caused them to die” 
 
In the new orthography a hyphen break will generally be used 
before the DP <ya> in these types of compound word verbs. 

 

4.3 Effect of reduplication: 

 

Occasionally it is difficult to decide if a hyphen is required. 
Consider the following case of 2 syllable reduplication: 

/iialiialiiaiaian/ <iyaliyaliyayayan>   “he is making him happy” 

where the stem is /ialiiaia/ <yaliyaya> “happiness”. 

Occasionally we find 2 syllable reduplication of both verb stems 
in a compound form.   For example:   /isibasibaianaianae/ 
<isibasibayanayanae> “he is ruining it” 

where the stems are <siba> and <nae>. 

For the reader’s sake, hyphenation would be placed before the 
derivational prefix <ya> as follows: 

<isibasiba-yanayanae>. 

 

4.4 Clitics on adverbs: 

 

Consider the case of /iunuunui/ /gualagualai/ <iunuunui 
gwalagwalai> “he was  hitting him continually”. Here the third 
person marker clitic suffixes to the adverb /gualaguala/ 
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<gwalagwala>. In this case it seems reasonable not to use a 
hyphen between the two words. 

 

Compounds: 

/nuatu-kalatan/ <nuwatu-kalatan>   “memory” 

/ipei-luseiagili/ <ipei-luseyagili> “he put them inside” 

/iioga-gogonagili/ <iyoga-gogonagili> “he called them together” 

/ibui-keile/ <ibui-keile>  “he turned around” 

 

In the new orthography the general consensus is that in compound 
words with two different stems hyphenation is appropriate and 
will help the reader. 

5. OTHER RELEVANT FACTORS AFFECTING THE ORTHOGRAPHY  

5.1 The old hymn book 
 

In this section we will look at the old hymn book and its 
orthography and discuss why we are making changes to it. 
Published in 1962 the Buki Tapwaroro Kaina Tubetube has been the 
most read Bwanabwana book and contains the orthography that most 
people are accustomed to.  

It contains ‘questions and songs’ (that is, catechisms and hymns) 
and in addition, nine songs/hymns in Bunama language. Included in 
this catechism section we find questions relating to the 
Methodist theology, the Lord’s Prayer, the ten commandments and 
some quiz questions on the Old and New Testament. Used every 
Sunday for many years this book has laid the foundation for their 
current literacy ability. Therefore it is most appropriate here 
to discuss this book in the light of the new orthography 
proposed. 

There are several things to be noted from the old hymn book. 
First, the person subjects of verbs stand as words before the 
verb stems. When we recently collected traditional stories from 
the Bwanabwana people we were surprised to find that many people 
prefixed the person subjects to the verb. And this is what we are 
currently doing. 

Second, there are very few cases of <y> in the hymns and those 
hymns that do contain them are the most recent additions. <w> on 
the other hand occurs throughout the book. Therefore the present 
generation are used to reading <y> and <w>. 
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Third, <r> is often used for <l>. That is, what is phonetically 
[l] nowadays, was then written as <r>.  We think it unlikely that 
this written <r> was a phonetic [r] since all the elderly 
Bwanabwana people we have spoken to have no phonetic [r] in their 
speech.  

The older people are accustomed to interpreting the written <r> 
as their phonetic [l], and so they seem to manage reading this 
book quite well whereas the younger people have difficulty in 
reading the book.   
 

One notable feature of this book is the general attempt to break 
words up into as many small units as possible to facilitate 
reading. Hence person prefixes, transitivizer and object suffixes 
are usually separate from the verb stems.  

 

Thus in hymn 76 v2 we find: 

<ku sagui iau>           “you(s) help me” 

<u katekamkamna iagau>   “have mercy on me” 

(In our new orthography these would be written as: 
<kusaguiyau> and <ukwatekamkamnayagau> or 

<ukwatekamkamna-yagau>.) 

 

However, in contrast to this small unit approach, compound words 
are often not split up or hyphenated as in hymn 10 chorus line: 

<ta benarikaratani>    “we remember” 

In the new orthography this will be written as  <tabenali-
kalatani> 

The old hymn book uses the Suau word <Eaubada> as the name for 
God. This is in line with the old 1926 Dobu Bible. However, the 
recently revised Dobu New Testament uses <Yaubada> (based on the 
phonetic form) and so now most people feel that this latter 
spelling is appropriate for Bwanabwana Scripture. 

Because the old hymn book and the old Dobu Bible used <Keriso> as 
the transliteration of ‘Christ’, nowadays in normal speech the 
flapped [r] is quite pronounced. We have often wondered if we 
should write the word this way. But because the revised Dobu New 
Testament uses <Keliso> we have decided to follow that. Testing 
has confirmed that this is acceptable. 

Since the first compilation of the old hymn book the replacement 
of the /v/ phoneme with the /b/ phoneme has been significant. In 
several songs we find <Yeova> and <Iehova> “Jehovah”. Nowadays 
this name is pronounced as /ieoba/ <Yeoba> and this latter 
spelling is considered appropriate in Scripture.  
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Our discussions with the Bwanabwana people leads us to believe 
that the new orthography will be welcomed. At the moment the 
standard for Bwanabwana spelling is the old hymn book and it has 
many inconsistencies. For example, we find <Aleluia> and 
<Aleluiia> and also <Aleluya>. As well we find the name of Jesus 
spelled as <Yesu> and as <Iesu>.  

The word for “what” is spelled as <tawae>, <tauwae> and sometimes 
as <tauwai>.  There are many more examples and these are often 
where suspicious segments are involved. So we feel strongly that 
the new orthography will provide a consistent standard for 
spelling rules. 
 
1. The old hymn book contained many words that are difficult for 
the new generation to read. 
For example in hymn no. 125 the following word contained ten 
vowels with the last five consecutive. 
<iariiariiaia> “be happy” 
We have found that the younger people have no problem reading 
this word when it is written as <yaliyaliyaya>. 
In hymn no. 11 we find the following word with six consecutive 
vowels. <iauiaule> “wicked”. For the people this is more 
acceptable written as <yauyaule>. 
 
2. The old hymn book contained many inconsistencies. There was 
(and still is) uncertainty as to whether a vowel should fill 
the consonant slot in the spelling. For example: Hymn No.10 
contains the word <I elima> “he gave them to us” which we would 
now write as <Iyelima>. The morpheme /ie/ “give” has been 
written as <e>.  

  
 This is in contrast to <I ieama> “he gave it to us” in hymn no. 
19 (which we would now write as <Iyeyama>) where the morpheme 
/ie/ is written correctly as /ie/ but the object marker /ia/ “it” 
has been written as /a/. This causes confusion for the reader as 
he tries to assimilate the inconsistency.  
 The problem of person prefixes is evident within many hymns. 
There has been considerable uncertainty as to whether the person 
prefix should be attached. Occasionally the author (or editor) 
would attach the person prefix to a stem and then several lines 
later the same prefix would not be attached to the same stem. For 
example in hymn no. 274 we find: 
 <imulolo> “he loves” and then in the next verse we find  
 <I muloloila> “he loves us”. Some authors will attach the 
prefix according to person number as in hymn no. 237 where second 
person singular is attached whereas third singular is not. 
 Some authors are unsure where to make breaks. In hymn no. 271 
we find <Yaya kasisi yan> “I respect him” where the stem 
/iakasisi/ is broken. We would now write this as <Yayakasisiyan>. 
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3. Different hymn writers had their own style of orthography.  
Some authors would prefer <i> whereas others prefer to write <y> 
for the same phoneme. Some prefer <r> whereas others prefer <l>. 
 

5.2 Other literature 
 
Early work: 
 
Although we cannot be sure of this, it is quite possible that the 
Gospel of Luke and Pilgrim’s Progress may have been widely 
circulated among the Bwanabwana people. If so then these two 
books could have had quite an influence on previous generations 
of Bwanabwana people. The graphemes <w> and <l> and <r> are 
extensively used. Therefore it would be most unwise to remove <w> 
from the orthography and replace it with <u>. Consider the word 
<sawosawowoli> (“physically worn out”) on page 34 in the book 
Ekalesia ana kamwasa. If we wrote <u> instead of <w> we would 
have <sauosauouoli>, that is, five vowels in a row which is 
difficult for the younger generation to read.  
 
Recent work 
 
We have also looked at the current orthography usage in three 
ways to enable us to get a good idea of the current preferences 
for the orthography. First, traditional story workshops have been 
conducted on most of the islands in the Bwanabwana group. Second, 
spelling surveys have been done on all the islands. Third, 
personally written letters of Bwanabwana people have been 
collected. 
We have found that <w> is highly preferred in the orthography. 
Sixty to seventy per cent of the stories written contained <y>. 
Person prefixation on verbs was common with a lot of 
inconsistency. There was an almost equal distribution of <r> and 
<l>, the former preferred by older people, the latter by the 
younger people. We have held several meetings with the Bwanabwana 
people to discuss these issues of orthography and the new 
orthography has been approved by them. 
  

5.3 Potential problems in reading and writing Bwanabwana 
 
It is worth noting that one person in particular, Mr Alfred Guy, 
who is attributed with producing the early Tubetube word list, 
the Gospel of Luke, Pilgrim’s Progress and many hymns, felt that 
it was not necessary to have <y> in the orthography. (Although 
some years later Rev R. V. Grant collected hymns to add to the 
hymn book and some of these hymns contained <y>.) Consequently 
some older people who are not accustomed to the use of <y> may 
find the new orthography more difficult to read. They will feel 
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more comfortable if they see an <i> preceding the <y> in a word. 
They will prefer to see the spelling <Aleluiya> rather than 
<Aleluya>. 
 

5.4 Long words in Bwanabwana 
 
Bwanabwana has some very long words and compound words. The 
translation committee, and many others that we have spoken to, 
prefer to use hyphens rather than break down long words into 
separate smaller word units. Thus we are currently hyphenating 
very long words. Prefixes and suffixes are normally not 
hyphenated. One good example is the word <ikawataubalawagiwo> “he 
calls you(s) a big man”. The consensus is that hyphens should be 
used to break this word up so that we write it as  <ikawa-
taubala-wagiwo>. Although we normally prefer to keep the 
transitivizer morpheme with the adjacent stem the length of this 
word suggests a break at this junction. 
Below are some further examples of words we feel require 
hyphenation. 

/inuatu-kalatan/ <inuwatu-kalatan> “he remembered (it)” 

/kuabaibaiua-gabaegili/<kwabaibaiwa-gabaegili> “you(pl) outnumber 
them” 

/iakaua-iauasosian/ <yakawa-yawasosiyan> “I call it true” 
/menima-buagabuagamai/ <menima-bwagabwagamai> “empty handed” 
(lit:with hand-nothing-1pl(excl)obj.) 

 

5.5 Dialects  
 
As noted above the island that has the dialect with the bigget 
difference to the Tubetube dialect is Wale island. In addition to 
lexical differences are the following grammatical differences 
which have a significant bearing on the orthography. 
 
a) Some transitive verbs do not have the transitive suffix in the 
Wale dialect. 
  Tubetube             Wale 
/ibagunaiagili/     /ibagunagili/   “he led them” 
<ibagunayagili>     <ibagunagili> 
Despite reassurances from the Wale translation committee (that 
this is not a problem when they read the text) this extra 
syllable may be a concern for new Wale readers.  
 
b) The general post locative /mena/ <mena>:  
 
Wale speakers shorten this word to /me/ <me> and prefer to see it 
written as a suffix rather than a separate word. Below are the 
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respective preferences: 
 
Tubetube dialect:                  
/dekaua/ /mena/ <dekawa mena> “on the sand” 
 
Wale dialect: 
/dekauame/ <dekawame>     
 
However, reading the Tubetube form should not be a problem for 
the Wale people because they are accustomed to seeing it that way 
in the old hymn book. 
Although the old hymn book follows the Tubetube form, some 
Bwanabwana people prefer to see <mena> written as <me> as a 
suffix on nouns. There is no real case for this approach because 
the specific post locative /koina/ <koina> is never suffixed. 
 

5.6 The current literacy situation 

 

As noted above the Bwanabwana peope are relatively literate 
compared to many PNG people groups. They are very keen to get 
literature, especially Scripture and hymn books.   
The Gundersons who began the Bwanabwana program in 1983 conducted 
a literacy survey in 1986 and in their report they state:  

“About  5l per cent of adults are literate (good to 
fair) in Tubetube and about 24 per cent in English.   
We tested the age group 30 to 50 years as a separate 
category. Within  this group  62 per cent were 
literate,  l5 per cent were  semi-literate and 23 per 
cent were illiterate.” 

 
Having travelled considerably around the islands of the 
Bwanabwana language group over the last nine years we have 
decided that this is a fairly accurate statement. 
 
 
 

5.6.1 English taught in schools 
 
English is quite difficult for the older Bwanabwana people 
because of the isolation of their islands. The English taught in 
elementary and high schools does have an appreciable effect on 
the spoken and written Tubetube.  
First, whereas the older people will express the written <r> in 
the old hymn book as /l/ [l], students will pronounce the <r> in 
the old hymn book as [r]. Although the <r> is in hymns, the use 
of <r> is beginning to come into spoken speech.  
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Second, school children are replacing the /v/ phoneme with the 
/u/ phoneme and is manifested as [w]. Consider the following 
table taken from the phonology essentials paper: 
 
50+ yr     30-50 yr     younger people    gloss 
 
[enu]     [venu]        [wenu]           "play" 
[eku]     [veku]        [weku]           "rock/stone" 
[alam]    [valam]       [walam]          "cry" 
 
It seems that the school children are interpreting the lenis /v/ 
in their parents’ speech as /u/. This may be due to their 
exposure to <y> and <w> in the classroom. It is interesting that 
the /v/ in English words is being expressed as /b/ in Tubetube as 
shown below. 
 
English            Tubetube 
 
/silva/ <silver>   /siliba/ <siliba> 
/faiv/  <five>     /paibi/ <paibi> 
/seven/ <seven>    /seben/ <seben> 
/vaiolet/ <violet> /baioleti/ <bayoleti> 
/vidio/  <video>   /bidio/ <bidio> 
 
Now since it is not maintained in loan words it seems that /v/ 
<v> is disappearing from the language. 
 
 
 

5.6.2 Dobu Church language 
 
Dobu has been a widely used church language in the past and many 
Bwanabwana people can understand basic Dobu language. Dobu was 
taught in mission schools in pre-independence days. Pastors were 
trained in the Dobu language and the Dobu Scriptures, 
particularly the revised New Testament (Loina Tabu Auwauna) and 
so they use this book in worship services and Bible studies. 
Consequently the Bwanabwana people have had considerable exposure 
to the orthographies used in the old Dobu Bible and the revise 
New Testament. The latter uses <y> and <w> and this has prepared 
them for reading the new Tubetube orthography. 
 
Now however, Dobu is losing ground rapidly. The younger people 
have difficulty understanding it. The younger generation are not 
learning Dobu as their parents did and pastors are being trained 
in English. 
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5.6.3 List of printed books in the Bwanabwana language: 
 

Previously printed: (out of print) 
 
Vocabulary of English words with equivalents in Tubetubean  
Compiled by A W Guy  Methodist Mission  August 1930. One copy in 
my possession. 
 
Wasana Namanamana Luke I lelelele (Gospel of Luke) British and 
Foreign Bible Society London 1928 103 pages. Only 2 copies have 
been located. (We understand this was translated by My Alfred Guy 
and assistants.) 
 
Ekalesia ana kamwasa (The Pilgrim’s Progress) The Religious Tract 
Society London undated (pre 1948). 55 pages with colour plates- 
One copy has been found, at Tubetube. (We understand this was 
translated by My Alfred Guy and assistants.) 
 
Buki Tapwaroro Kaina Tubetube 1962 East Cape P.N.G.-This hymn 
book is widely used. (We understand that at least 100 were 
collected by Mr Alfred Guy and some later ones were collected by 
Rev R V Grant.)  

 

Tubetube Reader No 1 (Kunuvalavala) in Native Education collected 
by Rev R V Grant   East Cape PNG.  1952 

 

Newly printed: 

 

aeiou ana buki (Alphabet book) 1991  An alphabetical picture book 
of Tubetube words. 
 
Bwanabwana Edeededeli Buki 1 (Bwanabwana Stories Book 1) 1991    
37 pages of traditional stories in various dialects. 
 
 
Bwanabwana Edeededeli Buki 2 (Bwanabwana Stories Book 2) 1991   
27 pages of traditional stories in the Wale dialect. 
 
Bwanabwana Edeededeli Buki 3 (Bwanabwana Stories Book 3) 1991   
21 pages of traditional stories in the Kwalaiwa dialect.  
 
Edeedede Ebweebweulili (Miscellaneous Stories) 1991   34 pages of 
traditional stories in big print (pt 16).in various dialects. 
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Matausi: Tawae tomo kali matamatausi? (Fear:What are people 
afraid of?) 1991   15 pages 

 

Yaoyaoni yo Keloya (Fishing and Hunting) 1991 18 pages  

 

Malika (Mark’s Gospel) 1991  

 

Buki Wali Kaina Bwanabwana (Hymn Book Bwanabwana Language) 1991 
407 pages including 404 hymns and 22 choruses with 3 indexes.  

 

Kaba Yatubu 1   Buki Yasiyasili  (Genesis 1 Reading Book) 1993 

 

Apositolo Ali Paisowa (Acts of the Apostles) 1994 

 

Yosuwa, Daniela, Yona (Joshua, Daniel, Jonah) 1994 37 pages of 
Scripture portions including 6 chapters of Joshua, 6 chapters of 
Daniel and the book of Jonah. This was printed in Tubetube and 
Wale dialects. 

 

Ludi (Ruth) 1995 

 

1 Timoti  (1 Timothy) 1995 

 

Tosagenali 1-20   (Exodus  1-20)  1996 

 

Buki Wali (Hymn Book) (Revised) 1996 Corrections made and one 
hymn added. 142 pages of smaller font size and double columns. 
Choruses were removed. 

 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

The graphemes for the Tubetube orthography should be as follows: 
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p t k b d g m n v s l w y      and     a e i o u  

 

The spelling rules that will be applied to the orthography are as 
follows: 

 

1. Person, derivational and negation (one syllable reduplicated) 
prefixes will be written attached to the stems of the verb words. 

2. Transitivizer and object suffixes will normally be written 
attached to the verb and noun words where appropriate. 

3. In long words with more than one stem hyphens will be used. 
Hyphenation is most likely before the causative prefix of the 
second stem.  

4. The appropriate semi-vowel will be inserted between two vowels 
where the second is <a>. 
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